
Internship UI/UX Design (Websites)
We are looking for an intern as of March 2016 who has a creative mind and a passion for 
design to become part of our outstanding & international team in our HQ in Munich. If you 

have the drive to power a shopping machine with 6 mio users/month and working on 
details spurs you on - then Stylight is the place to be for you.

Your Responsibilities

० You scribble your ideas, design pixel-perfect layouts and strive for a self-explaining interface 
for our Stylight users.

० You create prototypes of your work and test it with our UX researchers to get the best out of your design.
० You develop creative ideas and concepts with our designers to bring Stylight to the next level.

Your Profile

० You already learned what matters when it comes to interaction design.
० You have finished your basic studies in (Graphic-, Communication- or Media-) Design and are available for 6 

months.
० You strive for perfection and love caring about details in your work as much as letting your 

creative ideas run wild.
० You are in good command of design tools like Sketch, Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator.
० Ideally you already gathered basic experience in prototyping interactive mockups.

Your Team

० We’re designers, developers and product managers creating the fastest growing online fashion 
magazine in Germany. We take care of Stylight’s website to work, look and feel great.

० We shepherd products from concept through launch to life. We are running lean. Build, measure, learn.
० We optimize the user experience and monetization of our website.
० Together with our developers and UX researchers we are an agile team, doing sprints of two weeks. 
० We love code as much as we love Sketch and Photoshop.

Why Join Stylight?

We asked our current interns at Stylight, here are their top responses:

० A very open & friendly team with an international team spirit.
० Responsibility right from the start and plenty of room for own ideas in a creative atmosphere.
० Fruit, yoghurt, and cereals every day.
० Working in the most beautiful office in the heart of Munich with its top notch landscape, architecture, 

museums, restaurants & bars. In terms of life quality, it has been reported to be in the top 10 of the world.
० Want to know more? Check out: www.stylight.com/About.

Up for the Challenge?

Does that sound like the perfect internship for you? Then do not hesitate and apply today on www.stylight.

com/jobs/. We are looking forward to receiving your complete application (portfolio URL/PDF, 
cover letter, CV, references and certificates)! Your contact person: Maie de Smedt


